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Zusainmenfassung

Die Grundlagen fur die Auslegung des Reaktorschutz-

systems (RSS) fur prozeBwarme- und stromerzeugende HTR1s

werden kurz vorgestellt und Besonderheiten fur ProzeB-

warmeanlagen herausgestellt.

Einige technisch besonders wichtige oder anspruchsvolle

MeBstellen fur das RSS eines ProzeBwSrme-HTR's mit

500 MWj. Leistung (PNP 500) werden beschrieben und

laufende F + E Arbeiten aufgefûhrt. Es wird gezeigt,

dafi bei einer Ausfûhrung eines HTR1s in Modulbauweise

ein besonders einfaches RSS realisiert werden kann.

Abstract

The design basis of the reactor protection system (RPS)

for HTR plants generating process heat and electric

power is briefly described and some particularities

of process heat plants are indicated.

Some particularly important or exacting technical

measuring positions for the RPS of a process heat HTR

with 500 M W ^ power (PNP 500) are described and current

R + D work explained. It is demonstrated that a

particularly simple RPS can be realized in an HTR

with modular design.
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Task of the Reactor Protection System and

Design Basis

The task of the reactor protection system (EPS) is

to monitor and process those variables essential for

the safety of the reactor plant and the environment

in order to identify accidents. Trip signals for

protective actions are automatically initiated by

the RPS to keep the condition of the reactor plant

within safe limits. The selection of monitored process

variables, the formation of suitable initiation

criteria and the logical gating to reactor protection

actuation signals (trip signals) for protective

actions are carried out on the basis of accident

analyses.

The reactor protection system and the safety

features (active and passive engineered safety

features) belong to the safety systems of the plant.

The RPS is the system which initiates the active

engineered safety features.

These tasks are valid independent of whether we are

dealing with a plant generating electric power or

process heat. With reference to a process heat HTR,

however, there is one additional essential aspect:

The consumer is directly connected to the reactor

plant via the product gas (SNG ' ) even if it is at

a considerable distance from it. In the case of

loss of mechanical barriers (heat exchanger, steam

reformer) it is possible for the activity to over-

flow into the product gas (SNG) and thus to cause

inadmissible loading of the consumer.

*) Synthetic Natural Gas
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The importance of the RPS is expressed in the Safety

Guides / 1 / valid in the Federal Republic of Germany.

Some essential features are:

1. Every basis accident shall be identified by

two physically different (diverse) process

variables. If, however, there is only one process

variable for a special basis accident, the

accident identification must make use of two

different data acquisition systems (equipment

diversity) Fig. 1

2. The reactor protection system shall be designed,

constructed and operated such that failure-

inducing events outside the nuclear power plant

will not hinder the necessary protective actions

when required. (Floods, earthquake, storm,

plane crash)

3. The BPS shall be designed, constructed and

operated so that failure-inducing events such as:

Random or common mode failures in the RPS

Fires, flooding, valve and vessel rupture,
steam

Human errors in the operation and maintenance
of the RPS

within the RPS or the nuclear power plant will

not prevent the necessary protective actions

when required.

Fig A

Accident identification by
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Concept of the RPS for Process Heat Plants

with Large Cores

Taking the example of a nuclear process heat plant

PNP 500 (Fig. 2) with 500 Mw t n, the design of an

RPS for a reacor with a large core is described in

the following.

Fig.Z

Prototype plant for Nuclear Process Heat J

In this plant, the following essential protective

actions are initiated by the RPS depending on the

relevant basis accident:

Reactor shutdown (Scram)

Decay heat removal via the auxiliary loops

Building isolation

Isolation of the secondary loops

Start up emergency diesel

Shut off primary He-blowers
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The high gas outlet temperature of 1253 °K means

that free insertion of the shutdown rods into the

pebble bed is problematical for mechanical reasons

(material stress of the shutdown rods). This can be

solved by selecting a shutdown strategy with "step-

by-step insertion" of the shutdown rods / 2 /. In

this respect, the following strategy is planned in

PNP: In the case of reactor shutdown (scram) , the

reflector shutdown rods are fundamentally thrown in

first, followed by the core shutdown rods once the

core has cooled down to 773 °K for example. If the

reflector shutdown rods are not available, the core

shutdown rods take over the entire shutdown process.

Hereby a step-by-step operating mode is planned as

a function of the hot gas temperature. This is

shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

STEGoMrafe

Schematic of Stepwise Insertion of Contrai Rods
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The input signals for the RPS for the realization

of the step-by-step operating mode are the following

variables :

Scram signal, core shutdown rod positions, integral

of power removed after scram via the decay heat

removal loops, neutron flux signal.

The following fundamental layout and design of the

EPS was chosen (Fig. 4) to overcome the consequences

of subsystem failures:

1. The whole RPS is placed in a part of the

reactor building which is secured against

earthquake, floods, plane crash.

The analog measured data sensors and transducers

are arranged in a fourfold physically separated

configuration in the reactor plant.

The signals (0 -to 20 inA) which are produced by

them are fed into the analog section AS (Fig. 4)

of the RPS cabinets which are similarly arranged

in a fourfold physically separated configuration.

In the analog section AS, the measured analog

data (current signals 0 to 20 mA) are converted

to 0 to 10 V voltage signals. These signals are

partly processed in the AS by analog computing

circuits or they proceed to the limit value

monitors or they are decoupled via buffer

amplifiers for display and registration purposes

outside the reactor protection cabinets

(Fig. 5).
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Fig A

Fig S

The analog section supplies the signals for the

logic section LS. In this part of the RPS, the

generation of the limit values and the logic

gating for the initiation signals are performed

by a dynamically_functioning logic system.
Trip level

Reactor Protection System Basis Arrange

Reactor Protection System

Aiiatog Measured Data AcqiAsition and Processing

The technical dèsign~ôr"sôlië~mëâsûring positions~l!n

the analog section is particularly interesting:

The neutron flux measurement has already been described

in detail in another presentation / 3 /.

The gas outlet temperature measurement in front of

the steam reformer and the He/He- heat exchanger

respectively is designed for 1323 °K.
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The lifetime and integrity of these heat extracting

components greatly depend on the absolute level of

gas outlet temperature (1223 PK) and the duration

of any excess temperature which can occur.

The measurement is performed behind a mixing device

which considerably eliminates hot strands in the

hot gas. These are caused by unbalanced loads or

hot spots in the core.

A radial measuring lance is installed to measure

the average gas outlet temperature over the gas

channel cross-section. It accomodates a total of

50 NiCr-Ni thermocouples at 3 positions. All 50 TC

are combined with noise thermometers to permit re-

calibration during reactor operation.

Accuracy examinations were performed in which the

measuring channel was observed from the thermocouple

to the limit value monitor. One error component -

the influence of the ambient temperature on the

measuring channel - was determined experimentally.

In the case of a change of 293 °K to 338 °K, the

channel, comprising transducer, current/coltage

converter and limit value monitor reacted with an

error of 0.25 %. Consideration of all individual

errors including thermocouple led to a non-systematic

total error of +1.2 % which corresponds to approx.

13 °K.
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Tritium Measurement in the Product Gas (SNG)

An attempt is being made to limit the max. tritium

contamination of the product gas to 10 pCi/g SNG

A7.2 x 10~9 Ci/m3SNG. This safety task is allocated

to the RPS, and suitably sensitive tritium measuring

positions are therefore being designed and developed.

Measuring principle: Flow ionisation chambers,

through which the process gas flows directly, are

installed in a bypass to the main gas pipe, parallel

to the compressors. If a tritium activity of

10 pCi/g SNG is exceeded, the gas pipe to the

consumer is closed off by the RPS.

The sensitivity of the measuring position is

€= 5 x 108 cp min/Ci/m3.

Attainment of this sensitivity is favoured by the

pressure of 4 bar of the product gas (methane) in

the ionisation chamber. The required response time

of 4a 10 min in the case of an increase in the

tritium concentration to> 10 pCi/g SNG necessitates

a reduction of the background using lead shielding

and electronic equipment (anticoincidence circuits).

Conceptual Design of the RPS for a Modular HTR plant

The KWU-Group is of the opinion that the favourable

characteristics of small HTR-cores are lost with

increasing reactor power and increasing core size.

The following concept was developed to realize large

power plant outputs despite this problem / 4 /.

It is possible to realize power plants of any desired

output to be used for electricity, steam or process

heat production by connecting modular reactors of

moderate power in series.
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The power output of the single reactor core depends

on the application of the plant and amounts to

170 MW for process heat applications, while the power

rating is 200 MW for electricity and process steam

production.

Fig. 6a

The heat exchanging components such as steam generator,

steam reformer or intermediate heat exchanger are

also surrounded by a steel pressure vessel and

connected to the reactor vessel by a coaxial duct

( F i g . 6 ) . ! rig/UK? 7SteamGenerator
m n l u 8 Process Gas Het/Outtst
, UU.BJ 9 Steam Gtmrlur Hat/Outlet
2 Pressure Vessel lOrHGasOud , 1 0 o o h r
3Fue)BementDisdurge • ; „ ._ , j j i ^
4ShutdnmSystem ft *& _ — l3s

(BoromtedSpheres) tt ^ " •
5 Reflector Hod
6 Fuel Bernent Supply

total height: 93 m
width: 443 m
length: 72 m

4-Module-HTR for Nuclear Process Heat

The advantages of this design are / 4 /:

MOrcuMor

Fig.6b
HTR-Modul
Reactor
with Steam Reformer and Steam Generator

Use of standardized, prefabricated steel

pressure vessels
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Simplifications in the core design due to the

limited core diameter. Only reflector rods

which can be freely dropped may be employed for

reactor shutdown. (No incore-absorber rods

necessary!)

No need for expensive, 4fold redundant decay

heat removal systems inside the primary system

including emergency power supplies.

No need for a gas-tight containment building

Standardization and series manufacture of all

essential components.

In the design and layout of a modular plant, extensive

decoupling of the single modules from each other is

planned both for normal operation and in the case of

accidents. This decoupling is assured by constructive,

design and instrumentation and control measures.

As regards the BPS, this means that:

Each module has its own, individual reactor protection

system. Feedback to or influencing of other modules

is therefore excluded.

The autonomy of the EPS commences on the data

acquisition level and is retained right to the

actuation of the active mechanical engineered safety

features. Should accidents occur, only the relevant

module is switched off, and any further protective

actions are only initiated for this module. Accidents

which affect all modules, as for example rupture of

the live steam collecting pipe, are detected by all

reactor protection systems. An overlapping, separate

protective system for all modules is not planned.

- 12 -
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Detection of the loss of off-site power and the

resulting initiation of the necessary protective

action (demand emergency diesel) is only performed

by one single reactor protection system for the

3 common emergency power bus bars.

Accident analyses have shown that only relatively

few basis accidents are to be assumed in the case of

a modular HTR. The characteristics of the modular

HTR and its behaviour during these basis accidents

only require a few active protective actions, failure

of which, however, would not lead to intolerable

plant conditions! Consequently, some cuts were made

in the design of the BPS: The common mode failure of

components in the data acquisition is not considered

in the design, and, as a result, the scope of the

RPS is further reduced for one module. This leads

to a considerable simplification in the neutron flux

measurement. Only one neutron flux measuring system

is necessary in the power range. This can be installed

out of core in the biological shield. This set-up

corresponds to the diverse neutron flux system in a

large core (see / 3 /, Section 2). Furthermore, the

small core eliminates the measurement of the radial/

azimuthal power density distribution / 3 /.

- 13 -
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Zusammenfassung

In den vergangenen Jahren vnirden die Planungsarbeiten

sowie theoretische und experimentelle Entwicklungs-

arbeiten fur die corenahen Instrumentierungs système

groBer HTR weiter vorangetrieben. Die laufenden

Arbeiten und die hierbei erzielten Ergebnisse fur

NeutronenfluBsysteme und die betriebliche Messung

von Heliumtemperaturen von 1253 °K werden vorgestellt

und diskutiert.

Abstract

Planning and theoretical / experimental development

work for core surveillance instrumentation systems

is being performed to meet requirements of pebble bed

reactors for process heat application. Detailed and

proved instrumentation concepts are now available for

the core-adjacent instrumentation systems. The current

work and the results of neutron flux measurements at

high temperatures are described. Operation devices

for long-term accurate gas outlet temperature measure-

ments up to approximately 1423 °K will also be discussed.
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1. Introduction

More sophisticated instrumentation has to be considered

for large HTR's for process heat generation in

comparison to HTR's for electricity generation.

In the Federal Republic of Germany current activities

are aimed at the development and construction of a

plant for the gasification of brown coal and mineral

coal to synthetic natural gas (SNG). This plant,

which is called the Prototype Nuclear Process Heat (PNP),

is designed for 500 MW.. , the core outlet temperature

amounts to 1253 °K.

As in large LWR's, the most important nuclear and

thermodynamic properties of the core during operation

are of major concern; i. e. mainly the power density

and gas outlet temperature distribution. This is

especially the case in the PNP, as the high gas outlet

temperature of 1253 °K necessitates the avoidance of

unbalanced loads in the core in order to preclude

additional heat exchanger loading.

Different works / 1,2 / have been able to show that

it is possible to detect disturbances in the power

density distribution with sufficient accuracy

using the following three core-adjacent instrumentation

systems (Fig. 1):

Neutron flux measurement

Gas outlet temperature measurement

Radial/azimuthal power density distribution

measurement
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The concepts, the state of planning and some

R + D results are explained below.

2. Neutron Flux Instrumentation

Fig.1b

The neutron flux instrumentation provides the reactor

protection system signals which serve to detect

reactivity disturbances and to give information on

the axial power distribution.

In the case of reactivity accidents, the neutron flux

is the only process variable which detects the

accident quickly enough. In accordance with the German

Safety Regulations / 3 /, the neutron flux in the

power range must therefore be recorded by diverse

instruments, i. e. 2 completely separate measuring

systems are installed. These operate with different

measuring methods.
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The first system is installed between the side re-

flector and the thermal shield (in the cold gas gap).

With reference to the power range, four measuring

positions are azimuthally distributed at approx. 90 ° .

Six equally spaced neutron detectors (Large Area Self-

Powered Detectors / 4,5 /) are axially distributed in

each of these four measuring positions (Fig. 1).

It was possible to demonstrate that these six

detectors reproduce the axial neutron flux distribution

in front of the side reflector well. As a result,

axial flux mapping is possible (Fig. 2).
I * • * • • • • • E k A .

NOrmMnQf rUD >

230

Fig.2
QOO 040 0JB0 I » iflO 200 SMO

dam SaKanmftektor

ICofBuntwkTite

Axialer NeutronenfluBveriauf,
j vor-und nach dem Seitenreflektor

At an early stage of component development it became

evident that the ionisation chambers coated with

B-10 or U-235 cannot be used for this measuring system

because of the high temperature loading (723 °K -

773 °K, gamma heating included). It therefore seemed

appropriate to employ high temperature reactor self-

powered detectors which had so far only been used
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for incore measuring systems for the out-of-core

neutron flux instrumentation of the PNP. In contrast

to the conventionally designed detectors, large area

SPND will be provided and developed (Figs. 3, 4) to

guarantee a measuring signal which is considered

sufficient over the whole measuring range

( 1 0 - 2 x 1 0 A) at a prevailing thermal neutron
12flux of about 6 x 1 0 nv (axial averaged). Prototypes

of these large area SPND (Fig. 4) are being manufactured

by Hartmann + Braun, Munich and the Nuclear Research

Centre, Julich.

Large-Area Selfffawered Neutron Detector

Fig. 3

Protoiyp cirws grodfiachigen SPN-Deltkiars

Fig. 4

The six neutron flux detectors of each measuring

position are installed in a guide tube. It reaches

from the upper edge of the bottom reflector to the

terminal box in the control rod drive room (or

halfway up the prèstressed concrete vessel). Cold

gas (573 °K) flows through the guide tubes and
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cools the SPND detectors. The detector signals are

conveyed out via mineral insulated cables, which,

however, are replaced by flexible cables insulated

with glass-fibre in the upper part of the guide tube

to facilitate assembly and disassembly of the

detector.

As regards the start-up and intermediate range of

the neutron flux measurement, 3 measuring positions

are also provided in the gap between the thermal shield

and the side reflector. Each measuring position consists

of a thimble which is externally cooled by cold gas.

As a result, the detectors for the start-up and inter-

mediate range do not come into direct contact with the

reactor atmosphere. Each measuring position accomodates

two detectors for the start-up range (pulse fission

chambers) and one detector for the intermediate range

(AC-f ission chamber), the maximum temperature loading

of which amounts to approximately 723 °K. In order to

protect the detectors from too high radiation and

temperature loadings at full reactor power, they are

retracted by about 7.5 m from the measuring position

into a standby position once a reacor power of > 10 %

has been attained.

The three measuring ranges of the neutron flux in-

strumentation (start-up range, intermediate range,

power range) cover a range of approx. 5 x 10 nv to

approx. 7.5 x 10 nv.

The second diverse neutron flux instrumentation is

installed in the prestressed concrete vessel directly

below the liner (Fig. 1). Four neutron flux detectors,

which are axially equally spaced over the core height,
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are installed in each of the four measuring positions

displaced from each other by 90°. The low tem-

perature permits the use of boron-lined ionisation

chambers with a neutron sensitivity of 10~ A/nv.

Reproduction of the axial neutron flux distribution

at the core edge is not longer possible with this

instrumentation or can only be achieved with a large

error.

The concept of diverse neutron flux measurement does

not require any development because it has been tested

many times in PWR's.

Measurement of the Gas Outlet Temperature Distribution

In particular high temperature reactors for process

heat with He-outlet temperatures of 980 °C require

the gas outlet temperature profile to be as constant

as possible in order to guarantee the necessary life-

time of the heat decoupling components (He/He heat

exchangers, steam reformer).

For this purpose, about 20 exchangeable NiCr-Ni

and PtRh-Pt thermocouples (i. e. 1 thermocouple per

m core section) will be equally spaced on the core

bottom section. The thermocouples (TC) located in the

graphite structures of the core bottom will be de-

signed for a graphite-helium ambient temperature of

1150 °C. The robust design (6 mm 0, about 0.8 - 1 mm

thickness of the outer sheath's protective ceramic

tube to avoid direct contact of the thermocouple

sheaths with graphite structures) will ensure that

the failure rate during the lifetime of J& 4 years is

as low as possible. The TC response time is J»10 sec.

in helium at 40 bar, which is admissible. With regard
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the sheath alloys resistant to carbonization and

He-impurities, tests carried out under HTR conditions

showed that Incoloy 800 and DIN 1.4981 are suitable

for these purposes. Long-term tests (>1 a) have been

carried out under realistic HTR conditions to verify

the suitability of the above sheath alloys for

thermocouples / 6 /.

For calibration purposes, all the TC for measuring

the gas outlet temperature distribution will be

equipped with an integrated noise thermometer / 6,7 /

so that a calibration accuracy of + 0,5 % is

guaranteed. Let me give some details about the

constructive design (exchangeable TC):

The axial measuring position of all TC's is approx.

10 - 15 cm above the lower edge of the core bottom

in boreholes conveying hot gas. The TC's run axially

in straight lines from the measuring position through

boreholes in the columns of the hot gas plenum and

through brick-stones into the prestressed concrete

vessel (PCV). Here each TC runs through a corresponding

shutter tube to the outlet from the PVC where it ends

in a terminal box or changes into a compensating

lead.

The non-exchangeable TC's are distributed among 3

shutter tubes, jointly conveyed through the PCV and

guided to the individual measuring positions after

entering the brick-stones.
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The length of the thermocouples between measuring

point and exit from the PCV is appro*. 12 m. About

1.2 m of this length is within the hot gas area,

i. e. the thermocouple including cable is exposed

to a nominal temperature of 1253 °K along this

stretch.

The informative contents of the hot gas temperature

profile measurement in a pebble bed HTR required for

operational purposes and the understanding of the

high temperature behaviour are described by

WISCHNEWSKI et al. in / 8 /.

Measurement results are given in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the behaviour of the hot gas

profile during a period of 42 days, whereby the

average gas outlet temperature has increased from

about 1133 °K to about 1243 °K. Fig. 5 shows a

detail from this period of time during which the

average gas temperature outlet was increased by

about 40 °K.

! I Ion]

Tamparatura Profite during 42 day» of AVB

Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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4. Measurement of the Radial/Az imuthal Power

Density Distribution

The task of the instrumentation installed in the top

reflector of the PNP 500 is to detect the radial /

azimuthal power density distribution of the upper

core zones - up to approx. 0.5 m into the pebble bed.

The signals received serve for:

Optimization of the reactor operating mode

Experimental verification of the core design

Detection of accidents (e. g. unbalanced loads,

false loads)

It is not planned to use the measuring system for

reactor protection or reactor closed loop control

tasks.

The fission chamber signals are conveyed to the process

computer for evaluation and are displayed in the

control room.

The radial / azimuthal power distribution is detected

by measuring the fast neutron fluxes in the top

reflector, because the thermal neutron flux no longer

reflects the power distribution in the upper core

zones due to the cavity between pebble bed and top

reflector. Miniature fission chambers with U-238 or

Np-237 coatings are planned as sensors. The detectors

are provided with a 4 mm thick shielding of B.C to

preclude a slowly developing thermal neutron sensitivity

(Cause: breeder effect in the fissile material).

The detectors are continuously located at their

measuring point approx. 10 cm above the lower edge

of the top reflector. A fast neutron flux 0f of
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approx, 1 x 10 m, a thermal neutron flux 0.. of
13 x-n

approx. 6 x 10 nv and ay-dose rate of approx.

5 x 10 R/h prevail at this measuring position. The

detector temperature is approx. 703 °K. The fast

neutron sensitivity of an Np-fission chamber amounts
—1 9to approx. 5 x 10 A/nv. The dimensions are as

follows :

Detector length:

Detector outer

diameter:

without B.C shielding

with B4C shielding

without B.C shielding

with B4C shielding

103 mm

124 mm

9 mm

18.5 mm

The detectors can be retracted if necessary. For this

purpose, each measuring position is equipped with a

drive unit which permits a hub of 3.5 m.

A gas outlet bypass stream (approx. 573 °K) cools

the fission chambers. In the case of the PNP 500

reactor seven measuring positions are planned. These

are equally spaced over the core cross-section. Each

of the detectors is located in a vertical shutter

tube (outer diameter: 120 mm) and they therefore have

sufficient space between the control rods. The

detector linear drives are integrated into these

shutter tubes.
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